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AICCCAET ENGINES By Brien A. Seeley, M.D. (EAA 120126) 521 Doyle Park Dr.



Santa Rosa, CA 95405



Background



How to get more horsepower from exhaust system design is a topic that often provokes heated argument among hotrodders, the racing establishment and automotive engineers. Everybody has their own recipe. However, from decades of experience, a certain few fundamentals of exhaust system design have realized unanimous acceptance. These are, simply stated, that (1) exhaust gases carry significant energy both in mass flow and sound wave intensity; (2) reduced exhaust system pressure can increase horsepower developed; (3) exhaust systems can be designed to achieve this reduction of pressure by using the energy of the exhaust gas; (4) such a design works best at a constant rpm. Because Lycoming and Continental engines operate at practically constant rpm, they should derive significant benefit from tuned exhaust systems. Unfortunately, because of the constraints of noise, cowling size, vibration resistance and, of course, product liability, production aircraft designers have largely ignored exhaust tuning. The freedom to experiment with tuned exhausts affords the homebuilder a chance to greatly improve performance and fuel economy. Hopefully, this article will initiate some experiments!



The inertially tuned exhaust system as installed on the Author's Mooney. The 2.1" nozzle was installed when this picture was



taken.



Methods — Acoustical Versus Inertial



The two different ways of tuning exhaust systems are the acoustical method and the inertial method. Both methods are effective by reducing the pressure in the exhaust system, but one must choose one or the other since they are somewhat mutually exclusive. Acoustical tuning attempts to create reduced pressure at the exhaust port by giving each cylinder its own "independent" headerpipe of a certain tuned length. This



Inertially tuned exhaust systems are commonplace In the worlds of auto and boat racing. This boat installation Is typical — note the Straightness of the headers entering the collector and the reverse megaphone collector outlet. SPORT AVIATION 47
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tuned length determines the timing and intensity of a reflected sound wave from the open (exit) end of the headerpipe. Ideally, the low pressure phase of this reflected wave will arrive upstream at the exhaust port during the exhaust stroke, and can sustain a relatively intense low pressure at the port. This pressure enhances the exit of the combusted charge and sucks or scavenges the last residuals of the combusted charge into the header, so that these do not contaminate the incoming charge. The combustion chamber entry of the incoming fuel — air charge begins during the so-called "overlap stroke" when both the exhaust and intake valves are open. The tuned low pressure at the exhaust port helps the incoming charge to sustain the momentum gained in the induction system, and achieve better combustion chamber filling. These scavenging effects of low exhaust pressure improve both volumetric efficiency and horsepower. Perfect acoustically tuned exhaust systems have been achieved in laboratory test cells on single cylinder engines. Here, at around 10,000 rpm, a standing wave resonates in the exhaust pipe. The standing wave has alternating areas of high pressure and low pressure evenly spaced along the pipe. The low pressure (anti-node) exists at both ends of the pipe which is functionally open on both ends as long as the exhaust valve remains open. The interference with the resonance due to exhaust valve closure does not progress far before resonance is



re-established by the next exhaust sound since the rpm are very high. The horsepower output of such a test cell is fantastic. It has been claimed that the resonance in such a case can be visualized by drawing a stripe along the outside of the pipe with a crayon. After a brief run at tuned rpm, the stripe of crayon supposedly melts in 48 NOVEMBER 1980



A view through the exit end of the collector. Note the "goilet"



spike inside.



equal segments indicating the areas of high pressure (nodes) inside the pipe. In the real world, acoustical tuning presents a designer with many difficulties. It is achieved only under certain circumstances, and rarely works as well as the laboratory would predict. The reason for this is that the



character of the exhaust sound wave is altered by so many variables. Manifold pressure, altitude, EGT, mixture, rpm, cam timing, and the shape of the exhaust pipe, all affect the exhaust sound wave. In multi-cylinder



engines, the separate headerpipes can almost never be



of the same shape or length.



The time available for the exhaust sound to exit and re-enter the pipe's given length is, of course, rpm dependent. The short duration of the high amplitude of sound means the maximum exhaust pressure reduction



will occur for exhaust strokes of brief absolute duration. This makes acoustical tuning better suited for high (greater than 5000) rpm engines rather than aircraft engines. According to the formulae 1 that are available,



a tuned header length of about 72" would be required for a 150 hp Lycoming at 2700 rpm. Since this is impractical, a "half-wave length" tuning using 36" headers could be tried. Kent Paser, who tuned his exhaust this



way, reportedly sawed off the pipe in 1A" increments to optimize the tuning, re-testing each time. Obviously



doing this to all four cylinders at once could be a nightmare to sort out and is another serious drawback to acoustical tuning. In many cases what is taken to be acoustically tuned may actually be functioning by inertial tuning.



Inertial exhaust tuning, in contrast to acoustical, is much easier to achieve and usually works well. It is more widely used than acoustical tuning. Everything from Indy 500 cars to dragboats have employed the inertial technique. An explanation of the inertial exhaust system tuning goes something like this: A mass of exhaust gas traveling along a pipe as a column or bolus creates a relative vacuum in its wake. This vacuum is enhanced when the exhaust valve closes behind the exiting bolus



of gas. In multi-cylinder engines, separate exhaust pipes can be joined into a "collector." The collector is usually a pipe into which the separate exhaust header pipes enter at very acute angles to become confluent. The collector is of larger diameter than the separate pipes from each cylinder. As each cylinder fires a bolus of gas, the bolus decelerates and expands upon entering



the collector. The successive pulses entering the collector are thus condensed to a diffused column of gas which is continuously moving. The column's loss of pulsatile character is evident in the muffling effect of the



collector compared to individual headers. The density



and length of the column and thus its mass are determined by the length and diameter of the collector, and



also vary with rpm, manifold pressure, EGT, etc. MV2 or mass times velocity squared in the determinant of the



1. SMITH AND MORRISON, "The Scientific Design of Intake and Exhaust Systems", Robert Bentley, Publisher, Cambridge, Mass.



A very quiet inertially tuned exhaust system installed on Lyle Powells Lycoming 0-235 powered VariEze.
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kinetic energy of this column of gas. Converting that kinetic energy into an extractor effect can be conceptualized as the gas column serving as a piston moving down the collector and creating further suction in its wake. A certain length of collector is required for a given rpm range in order for the pulses to "bunch-up" and create a good "piston." At higher rpm the collector can form a column in a shorter length. At low rpm, e.g., 2700, a longer collector is needed to bunch-up the pulses. Note that with inertial tuning, the reduced exhaust system pressure scavenges all the cylinders entering the collector. The magnitude of the pressure reduction is enhanced over that in acoustical tuning because of the contribution of all these cylinders, i.e., mutual scavenging. Unlike acoustical tuning, the reduced pressure of the inertial system applies constantly at the exhaust port, not just during the transient low pressure phase of the reflected sound wave. Thus, not only is the exhaust flow enhanced during the overlap stroke, but, also, the low pressure helps the exit of gas and the rise of the piston as soon as the exhaust valve opens. The scavenging of the collector-inertial system occurs over a broader range of rpm compared to the narrow range for acoustical tuning. Standard recipes for inertial tuning call for the header pipes to be of as equal length as possible, and, preferably, longer than 20". As always, bends in the pipe should be kept to a minimum so as to develop the momentum of the exiting bolus. The collector should be somewhere between 12 and 25" long and about 1.5 to 1.7 times the diameter of the header pipes. The opti-



work. First, of course, the amplitude and timing of the reflected wave are disturbed due to interference from the firings of the other cylinders into the grouping area



of the collector. Secondly, reflected waves of different character would originate from both the collector grouping area and the collector's final exit orifice, and these would be likely to show destructive interference. Thirdly, reflected waves from the final exit would be disrupted by the internal geometry of the grouping area. As previously stated, the converse of the above, i.e., getting some inertial benefit from an acoustically tuned sys-



Another view of Lyle Powell's 0-320 installation. 4 mph were



lost and noise increased when he abandoned this system for straight stacks (to save weight).



tern, probably occurs frequently, especially with long headers. The so-called "cross-over" exhaust system marketed by many homebuilder suppliers is actually an inertially tuned set-up. Here cylinders, whose firings occur 360 crankshaft degrees apart, have their headers joined into a "Y" whose common leg is the "collector". A 4-cylinder Lycoming engine usually pairs cylinders 1 and 2 together into one "Y" and cylinders 3 and 4 into a second "Y". This definitely augments horsepower compared to a "factory" muffler system (where all pipes fire into a muffler plenum and thus work against each other). Unfortunately, most "cross-over" systems are far from optimized. They have usually got very unequal length headers joining in the "Y". In addition, on a slow turning airCollector exhaust system on a Lycoming 0-320 — now installed in Lyle Powell's VariEze.



mum length can be found by testing rather easily — more about that later.



At the confluence of headers into the collector, a pyramid-shaped spike facing downstream can be placed



symmetrically between all the header exits into the collector. This serves to more smoothly decelerate the gases as they enter the collector, and is called a "goilet." Trying to acoustically tune each header length before



it joins the collector (i.e., combine methods) does not 50 NOVEMBER 1980



craft engine, the inertial effect of the bolus has largely subsided by the time the paired other cylinder begins



its exhaust stroke. The "short-stacks" system of 4 to 8" long separate straight pipes for each cylinder is one of the poorest



systems possible, having neither acoustical nor inertial



behavior and thus no mechanism for lowering back pres-



sure. Interestingly though, this is the exhaust system used by Lycoming when testing their engine's horsepower output.



Results Obtained I spent many hours discussing this subject with my



father-in-law, Lyle Powell. Lyle's expertise in this area



is due largely to his many years spent designing and building racing cars. Lyle had demonstrated about 4-5 mph loss of top speed in his VariEze when he converted from a 4 into 2 collector exhaust to using the straight stacks system (he made this conversion to save weight, but was quite disappointed in both the speed loss and the increase in noise of the separate headers). Lyle agreed to help build an inertially-tuned 4 into 1 collector exhaust system for my Mooney Super 21. Sam Davis, who is using a similar system on his Starduster, agreed to use his computer-controlled mandrel bending equipment at Gemini Tube Fabrications in



Santa Ana, California to bend up an all stainless steel set of pipes for the Mooney. Sam has a lot of experience in building collector exhaust systems and was extremely helpful. He said to send him a model of the system made



of mild steel "muffler shop" tubing. In order to use his machinery, Sam asked that the model pipes have all



bends of 4" radius and that all bends be separated by at least 3" of straight pipe. We built the models and shipped



Four slip joints lead into the grouping area of the collector.



them to Sam. He sent back the most gorgeous, precisionformed set of stainless headers I have ever seen. I fabricated a collector 23" long and then mounted the entire system on the Mooney with the collector attached along the belly, aft of the firewall. It was mounted on rubber strap hangers and the headers each had a 2" long slip-joint about 15" from the cylinder to avoid cracking. The headers were 40, 38, 34 and 32", respectively. In anticipation of testing the old versus new exhaust, I performed timed climbs, noise level and back pressure measurements on the old exhaust system. On a cool 58-63 degree Fahrenheit day I climbed from a standing stop on our runway at 100 feet elevation to 10,000 feet repeatedly, timing each run. This was done at sunrise in very smooth air. The plane carried me and full fuel for every test run and climbed at full power at best rate of climb angle of attack throughout the climb. The results were remarkably consistent averaging 10 minutes and 3 seconds plus or minus 7 seconds over eight separate runs. When I first did the same exact test with the new exhaust system, the result was 8
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Side view of the inertially tuned exhaust system installed in the Author's Mooney. No cracks after 75 hours of operation.



Mild steel tube model of the inertially tuned exhaust system for the Author's Mooney. Masking tape marks locations of slip joints. This system served as the model for a set of stainless steel pipes. The two conical nozzles tested are shown in the background.



minutes and 55 seconds! After refining the collector length, this figure dropped to 8 minutes and 42 seconds to reach 10,000 feet. By calculation, this represents a gain of about 12-13 horsepower. Roughly, every 6 seconds saved is one horsepower gained in this case, a neat dynamometer. The top speed increase was 4 miles per hour (from 206 to 210 mph at 3000 feet). The noise was measured before and after on a high quality sound level meter on the ground 1000 feet below the Mooney during full power high speed passes. The reading increased from 72-73 dBA to 75-76 dBA and just barely passed the FAA requirement for an STC. The back pressure was tested through the EGT probe hole where the EGT probe clamp was modified to hold a '/«" O.B. copper tube into the hole. The tip of the tube was carefully made flush with the internal wall of the header. The other end of the tube was connected to a mercury manometer (a blood pressure tester was used). The FAA allows a maximum of 50.8 millimeters at



full power. The stock Mooney exhaust measured 70mm! The pressure rose progressively with higher rpm from



about O at idle.



The back pressure on the inertially tuned system behaved very differently. Reading the longest (40") and most tortuous pipe, the pressure started again at about Omm at idle. It progressively rose to 30mm as the engine was slowly raised to 2000 rpm. Then the back pressure started to fall progressively with increasing rpm, and at full power it read only 6mm! See graphs. Here we chopped off the collector length from 23" to only 16" and the back pressure at full power rose to 15mm. The timed climb to 10,000 worsened to 9 minutes and 12 seconds. Obviously, we had destroyed some essential column inertia in the collector. Restoring the collector length 2" at a time yielded a final collector length of 18.2" with a back pressure of 6mm at full 52 NOVEMBER 1980



power. When we sampled back pressure on the shortest and least bent header, it read about minus 10mm and the average of the worst and best header was below Omm at full power. Needless to say I was overjoyed. There was one last test to be done. It had been claimed that a conical nozzle could be fitted to the exit from the collector to obtain enough extra thrust for perhaps 10-12 mph top speed increase. We tried two such nozzles. One reduced the exit diameter from 3" unmodified to 2.5". The other nozzle necked the 3" collector down to only 2.1". See photos. All the tests were repeated. The 2.5" reduction showed only a small (2-3 hp) loss of power by timed climb, and no change in max speed at 8, 10, or 12,000 feet altitude. The 2.1" outlet nozzle showed a loss of 6 hp and no change in maximum speed at 8, 10 or 12,000 feet altitude. Our theory is that the nozzle thrust gained at altitude is evenly offset by the loss of horsepower. At low altitude where the thrust is less effective due to higher ambient air density, the loss of horsepower for climb was unacceptable, even though the 2.1" nozzle did reduce the noise by 1.5 dBA. The nozzles had pronounced effects in raising the back pressure measurement, but never did the figure rise above 20mm at full power. With the final version of the exhaust, the fuel consumption for 185 mph cruise dropped from 9.5 gph to 8.9 gph according to a DAVTRON digital fuel flow system. Oil temperatures and cylinder head temperatures both showed a slight drop in spite of the extra horsepower being developed. In conclusion, I would strongly encourage homebuilders to use inertially tuned exhaust systems. The benefits include better climb, faster cruise, greater range and efficiency. The acoustical tuning approach is much more difficult to achieve and is best suited for high reving engines.
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